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Introduction
The construction industry is disproportionately
represented in corporate insolvencies,
representing 23% of all external
administrations despite accounting for only
8% to 10% of the national GDP.
Developers, with their finely tuned feasibilities, assume considerable counterparty risk
when entering contractual relationships with contractors who are entrusted to deliver
their projects on time and on budget.
Whilst a large proportion of construction insolvencies are experienced at subcontractor
level, it is when a head contractor falls into external administration that the full effect is
felt on the profitability of a development project.
Given the elevated counterparty risk when dealing with the construction industry, it is
prudent for developers and financiers to understand the downside; what are the cost
and time implications of replacing a builder due to the incumbent falling into external
administration?
With a rich history of finishing partially completed projects, we have looked back at our
previous engagements where a builder has been replaced due to an event of insolvency,
to not only answer the questions but also provide commentary on early warning signs to
help negate the downside, as early intervention is critical.
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The data
For perspective, our data set has been filtered to include
only medium density residential projects, including
apartments and townhouses, with project values under
$30 million.

Observations
[Refer to graphic for number references]

1. Average global cost increase of 20% from contract
value at time of builder failure and an average time
impact of 16 months from the original practical
completion date.
2. Projects were low contract value (sub $10 million)
and nearing practical completion. Whilst causing
significant delays, builder failure had limited impact
on cost as critical trades were complete and there
were limited project creditors.
3. Given the project had no pre-sales, a value
management exercise was undertaken reducing
the scope to meet the original budget, consequently
de‑scoping reduced time delay also.
4. Despite builder failure at 51.3% complete, early
intervention and planning undertaken allowed
transition to the new builder with limited cost and
time impacts.
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In revisiting in excess of 80 engagements where we
have managed partially complete projects through to
completion, we have identified 18 engagements where
the builder was placed into external administration
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Impacts on time and cost
Whilst a trend line suggests a cost increase of 20%
and a time cost of 16 months, each situation presents
differing degrees of issues, which impact the ability
to efficiently transition to a replacement builder and
continue to completion of works. Typical issues affecting
cost and time encountered includes:

Defective works
Builder and subcontractors de-scoping in contravention of codes and standards to reduce cost is often evident
in projects associated with insolvent builders. Given financial and programme pressures, builders and their
subcontractors may take shortcuts (i.e. undersizing of services hidden from view, penetrations not fire rated, etc.),
which lead to defective works. For example, the appointment of inexperienced trades given they are the cheapest.

Ransom creditors
In our experience, more often than not, subcontractors are owed money when a builder fails – this can be despite
the developer having paid the builder. To maintain continuity of trade, particularly critical trade such as services
trades, there may be a commercial imperative to pay ransom creditors to ensure trades return to site.

Project documentation
Access and entitlement to key construction documentation (particularly under a D&C contract) is important
to ensure any new builder has all plans and specifications to complete construction. Significant delays can be
experienced when key project documentation is not available.

The status of these issues
will ultimately impact price,
the delivery method for
completion and the ‘risk
premium’ associated with
that chosen method.
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Compliances/certifications
Consultant and subcontractor certifications are critical to achieving Certificate of Occupancy. Continuity
of subcontractors who provide these certificates (i.e. electrical, fire, etc.) will assist the process and also
help preserve warranties.

Access to key personnel
Depending on how far progressed construction is, retainment of intellectual property and access to key
personnel may be critical to completion of the works. This may include the construction manager, site
manager or contract administrator.
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Early warning
By the time a builder is formally recognised or acknowledged as being insolvent, it is often too late to take mitigating
action to reduce the impact on the project. Often, signs are apparent and recognising those may assist in preparing for
an insolvency event. Some indicators to be cognisant of include:

Demeanour of the subcontractors
In talking to the trades on site, it will become apparent
very quickly if they are being paid on time. Trades
are usually more than happy to complain about late
payments. Payments to trades suffer when cash flow
is an issue. Usual trading terms are drawn out leaving
subcontractors to carry cash flow risk.

The builder’s monthly reports or PCG reports will
normally contain RFI and variation registers. Under a
D&C contract, if the RFIs and variations are not being
closed out and processed can indicate financial difficulty
relating to the following:

Site numbers

•

Subcontractors will place their personnel on other sites
if payments are lacking. A drop in site numbers is a good
indicator that subcontractors are not committed to the
site and are prioritising their time elsewhere.

Consultants not being paid and therefore
not responding to technical RFIs or providing
recommendations to the validity of the variation.

•

Builder cash flow issues equating to slow processing
of variations to avoid payments. Another indication
of this can be claims lodged against the builder under
various state Building Industry Payment Acts or
contractually lodged directly with the builder.

Site management
A builder under financial pressure will reduce its site
resources (management, supervision and labourers),
which leads to a disfunctional project, evidenced by poor
site conditions and a poor safety record.

Over claiming progress payments
Builders often attempt to improve cash flow by
submitting progress claims that are in excess of works
completed and will place pressure on the superintendent
and/or the quantity surveyor to approve the claim. Look at
the original claim versus certified payment to establish a
pattern.
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Status of requests for information (‘RFIs’) and
variations

External issues
External pressure placed on the builder such as
industrial relations, legal actions, adverse publicity etc.,
can result in additional overheads, which affect and
place pressure on group cash flow.
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Mitigating the impact
Early intervention is key.
Working with and supporting a
builder through to completion
provides a superior outcome to
the alternative.
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Where possible, our approach is to work with the incumbent builder, however in some circumstances, we acknowledge
this is not practical or achievable. Identifying the early warning signs and acting on them will assist in better managing
the inevitable disruption a failed builder can cause.
Each construction project will have its own unique set of circumstances, which will require careful analysis before
determining the most appropriate path forward. This will balance the legal, practical and commercial considerations
while also addressing the competing interests of multiple stakeholders. While the building contract provides the formal
backdrop, the resultant delays might be unsustainable for the project, and a more practical strategy may be necessary.
In our experience, whilst the existing project team might have the history and the right intentions, their forecast
(time and cost) are typically on a ‘best case’ scenario. To this extent, an independent assessment is critical to ensure
forecasts are thoroughly stress tested and the incumbent project team is capable of delivering the best outcome for all
stakeholders.
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Special situations team
Our special situations team, comprising registered builders, development and project managers, contract administrators
and insolvency practitioners, are experts in challenged projects, efficiently assessing the development and undertaking
various roles to successfully manage and execute the strategy.
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KordaMentha special situations
A team of experts in challenging development
and construction projects.
Our special situations team has the expertise and experience to navigate through the
myriad of issues faced in challenging development and construction projects. Whether a
small or large project, our shared knowledge of development and construction processes
delivers our clients practical solutions to maximise returns.

Special situations
A diverse range of skills combine to make our special situations team the industry
experts in managing challenged development and construction projects.
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•

Highly skilled team of risk managers trained specifically in property related fields with
significant ‘hands on’ development and construction experience drawn from formal
appointments and private projects.

•

Ability to identify, analyse and monitor key development fundamentals through the
development lifecycle.

•

We understand property and provide our clients with a non-biased assessment.

•

Delivery of projects through the appointment and management of key consultants
and contractors or by taking a direct approach and assuming the role of builder
and/or developer ourselves.

•

Clear and concise reporting on a regular basis ensures that our clients are kept fully
informed on progress and issues.

•

We work hand in hand with our restructuring colleagues to ensure our clients are
provided the best solutions.
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Contacts
We are an advisory and
investment firm that helps
clients to grow, protect and
recover value.

Melbourne

Sydney

Brisbane

Rialto South Tower
Level 31, 525 Collins Street
Melbourne VIC 3000

Chifley Tower
Level 5, 2 Chifley Square
Sydney NSW 2000

Level 14
12 Creek Street
Brisbane QLD 4000

Tel: +61 3 8623 3333

Tel: +61 2 8257 3000

Tel: +61 7 3338 0222

info@kordamentha.com

info@kordamentha.com

info@kordamentha.com

We have a team of almost 400 specialists
across Asia-Pacific with diverse backgrounds –
in finance and real estate through to agriculture,
law enforcement and the c-suite. Specialists who
work together to solve the complex challenges
facing corporations, financiers, lawyers, private
investors and government.

Townsville

Gold Coast

Perth

Level 6
75 Denham Street
Townsville QLD 4810

S225 Oracle South
Level 2, 17 Elizabeth Avenue
Broadbeach QLD 4218

Level 10
40 St Georges Terrace
Perth WA 6000

Tel: +61 7 4724 9888

Tel: +61 7 3338 0230

Tel: +61 8 9220 9333

info@kordamentha.com

info@kordamentha.com

info@kordamentha.com

Since 2002, our experts in forensics, real estate,
consulting and restructuring have been entrusted
with the region’s most sensitive commercial
matters. On each occasion, they have responded
with a bold, impactful solution that delivered the
best possible result for all stakeholders.

Singapore

Jakarta

New Zealand

16 Collyer Quay
#30-01
Singapore 049318

Level 18
World Trade Centre II
Jalan Jend.
Sudirman Kav 29-31
Jakarta 12920 Indonesia

Level 21
Lumley Centre
88 Shortland Street
Auckland Central 1010, New Zealand

Tel: +62 21 3972 7000

nz@kordamentha.com

Tel: +65 6593 9333
sing.info@kordamentha.com

Tel: +64 9 307 7865

info@kordamentha.com
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This publication, and the information contained therein, is prepared by KordaMentha Partners and staff. It is of a general
nature and is not intended to address the circumstances of any particular individual or entity. It does not constitute advice,
legal or otherwise, and should not be relied on as such. Professional advice should be sought prior to actions being taken
on any of the information. The authors note that much of the material presented was originally prepared by others and this
publication provides a summary of that material and the personal opinions of the authors.
Limited liability under a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation.

